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Abstract. Using the first-order density matrix of an infinite-

barrier model of a metal surface, the exchange energy density can

be evaluated exactly as a function of distance z from the barrier^

This result is compared with the local approximation - 3 £(&/•$ fit)

where £ is the electron density in the modeli The local approximation

is demonstrated to be quantitatively accurate at all %\ The

Integrated surface exchange energy is given to within 356 by the

local theory.

li Introduction

One of the important applications of modern density functional

theory has been to calculate self-consistently the electron
ri 21

density profile through planar surfaces of simple metals ' .

While these calculations are generally believed to be highly

accurate representations of the density profile within the

semi-infinite jelliura model, they employed local density approx-

imations for the exchange and correlation energy, based on

uniform bulk electron ga3 theory!

Questions might be raised as to the validity of neglecting

gradient corrections to the exchange and correlation energy,

when, as in the Lang-Kohn calculations, the gradient corrections

were automatically summed up to all orders in the kinetic energy

density by using direct one-electron calculations!

The purpose of the present paper is to answer this question

in the framework of:

(i) An infinite barrier model of the metal surface, first

introduced by Bardeen*-

and

(ii) A one-electron treatment in which only exchange, but not

correlation ia treated!

The merit of assumptions (i) and (ii) is then that, as demonstrated

below, the exchange energy density can be calculated exactly as
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a function of distance 2 from the infinite barrieri The local

density approximation is compared with this exact result and

follows the exact exchange energy density remarkably closely^

2» Energy evaluation from pair correlation function

The basic approach adopted below is to calculate the energy

from the pair correlation function between electrons. To illustrate

the approach, let ua consider the uniform electron gas first of

all, that is in the absence of a surfaced The pair correlation

function F(r,r') is then related to the mean electron density

?# by the well known Fermi hole expression^ •*

r(»r-rO = TC*)

k. being the Fermi wave number, related to ? by k_ = (3it"f ) J .

Here j.(x) is the first-order spherical Bessel function

(sin x - x cos x)/x . Evidently, because of translational

invariance, r(r,r') is simply a function of Ir - r'j in eqn (l)!

Prom the pair function, the mean potential energy per

electron can be evaluated simply by calculating the electrostatic

potential due to the Fermi hole at tTrs position of an electron

at the origin. When we insert (1) into this expression the

-3-

exchange energy per electron is

the factor of 1/2 appearing to avoid counting electron-electron

interactions twice over. In the present uniform gas case, the

Hartree electrostatic energy is exactly cancelled by the neutral-

ising positive background!

' Equations (1) and (2) lead to the familiar result

A.

rwFw
UK (3)

the integral in eqn (3) being given in ref.[5].

2il Infinite barrier pair function and energy density

We now turn to the infinite barrier model of a metal surface

[3, 6]i The electron density profile f(z) as a function of

distance z from the infinite barrier is given by

for 2 > 0

otherwise= o

The background density is

(4)

(5)

where | is fixed by the condition of electrical neutrality,

namely )lz [j(z) + ?b(
z)} - 0, which yields 1= 3"a/8kfl

In this same model, the pair function can also be ealeul-
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ated™ as

, t ,ii (6)

where f̂ is thereby defined. This expression is such that in the

square bracket the first term alone would give back the uniform

electron gas result (l)I The distance (r - r'\ appearing there

Is, in the second term in the square bracket, replaced by what

is the distance between r1 and the image of the point r in the

planar metal surface!

If we denote ?(z) + ? bU) * ? t(
zK t h e total charge density,

then the electrostatic energy density is evidently

Using ^ t given by eqns (4) and (5), this can be evaluated as set

out in Appendix i.'. The result has the form

where I is a known function given explicitly in eqn (A1^5). This

Hartree energy density is plotted as a function of 2k.z in

Figure 1. Obviously, this function has a discontinuity because of

the sharp cut-off in the background charge density at z = \ ,

The contribution of this terra to the surface energy

is given by

We turn next to the calculation of the exchange energy

density^ In terms of >f in eqn (6), which is in faot the first-

order density matrix, the exchange energy density is given by

Vw . ~ (10)

This somewhat formidable looking expression can be handled by

exploiting the fact that f is formed from the bulk density matrix

plus an image ternu This fact motivates the coordinate system

discussed in Appendix 2 which permits its evaluation in closed

form. Analogous to eqn (8), we can write

where J is given explicitly in eqn (A2'.8), This is the main result

of the paper. It is plotted in the full curve of Figure 2, while

the dashed curve shows the local density approximation

V^* -^gfliwP. (x2)

where ?(z) is given by eqn (4)i

It can be seen that there is truly remarkable agreement

between the exact result (11) and the local value (12) for all zl

This is the more striking because there iff a very marked density
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gradient near the surface! As shown in. ref ^7l this density

gradient is sufficiently large to make the corresponding local

density approximation <C M W J a poor approximation to the exact

kinetic energy density.

The exchange contribution to the surface energy CT is given by

(13)

The corresponding value obtained by replacing V (&)

in eqn (13) is

VV

Comparison of eqn (13) for the exchange surface energy and the

Hartree energy (9) showe the latter to be a relatively small

correction!

in the presence of the large density gradient at the metal

surface, that it ia clear that one can have complete confidence

in the use of this local density form in the self-consistent

surface calculations! The need for corrections arising from

density inhomogeneities is seen to be a minor matter for the

exchange energy in the surface of a simple metal!

There is one other point that is of interest! Various

groups^ *** have drawn attention to the fact that, in a full

Hartree-Fock theory, the gradient expansion of the exchange

energy density, based on the local form (12) as zeroth order,

does not exist! In the present infinite barrier model, non-

analytic behaviour is not found in the exact exchange energy

density! Nevertheless, eqn (12), which is not itself analytic,

represents the form (11) to excellent numerical precision!

3. Conclusion

The exact evaluation of the exchange energy of the inhomo-

geneous electron density profile of the infinite barrier model

ot a metal surface given by eqn (11) has enabled a precise test

of the usefulness of the local exchange energy density given

by eqn (12)! The agreement between (ll) and (12) ia so striking,

Acknowledgments! Two of us (MPT and NHM) were helped by partial

financial support from the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche,

Italy, on a collaboration embracing the study of surfaces and

interfaces!
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Appendix 1. Evaluation of Hartree energy density

In this Appendix, the evaluation of the eltctro static energy

(7)» leading to the basic equation (8) is summarized. The func-

tion I(2kfz) is given by

It is convenient to introduce the total charge Q(z) per unit area

within range z from the barrier,

where

Integration of eqn (Alii) over z1 by parts, with the requirement

Q(oo) = 0 by electrical neutrality, and integration over s lead to

Use of eqn (A1^2) yields through, a straightforward but lengthy

calculation the final result,

Appendix 2^ Calculation of exchange energy density

One requires to calculate the exchange energy density given

by eqn (10) with the first-order density matrix defined by eqn

(6). The function J(2kfz) is given by

We introduce a transformation to new integration variables

2 2] l [2 2] \R [a2 + {z - a')
2] and Hf + (z + \ with a

Jacobian given by RRV(23z), whereby the domain of integration

changes as shown in Figure 3« Therefore,

where

2z - R

•R

for R< z

for R > z

It is now a lengthy but straightforward calculation to carry out

the integrations in eqn (A2^2). The integration over R' is effected

by using the results

and

( A 2; 5 )
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Host of the subsequent steps involve straightforward integrations

by parts, with the exception of terms coming from the cross pro-

duct in the square bracket in eqn (A2.2), which lead to integrals

of the type

*rt \f j^^) *j£? , (A2; 6)
with jo(x) the zeroth-order spherical Bessel function sin x /xi

These integrals can be handled by the following schematic

procedure:

The two remaining integrals can be evaluated by straightforward

integration by parts.

The final result can be written in the form

•there C is Euler's constant and ci(x) is the cosine integral.

The function f(x) admits a small-x expansion in increasing

powers of x, and the exchange energy density V (z) can be
ex

expanded in even powers of z for z-»0, starting with a term of

order z I The form of eqn (11) thus ensures that V (z), when

measured in units of the exchange energy density for the homo-

geneous electron gas, admits a small-k expansion into even
2-

powers of k_, starting with a term of order k_.

with x = 2k-zi Here we have defined

f(aO . = C + ln(2x) -
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Figure 1. Hartree energy density (in units of e ̂k^/12-n ) va

2k-a for infinite barrier model of metal surface! The

discontinuity at the background charge cut-off should

be noted,

. Figure 2. Exchange energy density (in units of 3e ̂ k jAu ) vs

2k_z for infinite barrier model of metal surface!

Pull line: exact, result of eqn {11)'. Broken lines

local density approximation of eon (12).

Figure 3. Illustrating coordinate transformation required to

evaluate exchange energy densityl
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